It has been a very exciting week of learning. While learning about the colour yellow, triangles and Growth and Change we harvested our sunflowers that had been planted by last year’s class. We investigated the sunflower and made interesting discoveries about it’s head, flowers, seeds, stem, leaves and roots. We plucked the seeds from the sunflower head, painted sunflowers, turned ourselves into a sunflower display, cooked a sunflower seed slice and are growing our own seeds. In History, we enjoyed playing with the dolls and home corner and learning about what we could do as a baby compared to what we can do now that we are growing bigger. A lovely evening was had by all on Tuesday catching up with families at the Junior School Picnic on the Oval.

We are about to pull our sunflower for investigation.

Ella is investigating the sunflower. She commented on the rough spiky leaves.

Sebastian, Leila and Lex are playing with the babies in home corner and learning about growth and change.

Billy and Lex brought singing birds for Free Choice news.

Jaxon is adding brown sugar to the sunflower seed slice.

Maya is painting her hand to make a record of how she is growing.

Milly is helping to rinse our seeds. They are starting to shoot already.

Polly, Ethan and Leila are playing along to Twinkle Twinkle little star.

Gabriel made an awesome cat using triangles in Maths.

Amelia and Lily are using great fine motor skills plucking seeds from the sunflower.

Harrison and Sebastian are looking forward to planting these next Spring.

Our beautiful sunny class of smiling faces.